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Wireless Network 
• Any type of computer network that uses wireless data 
connections for connecting network nodes 
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Infrastructure Networks 

Hierarchical Structure 
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Infrastructure Networks 
• Devices on the network all 

communicate through a 
single access point: a 
device that allows wireless 
devices to connect to a wired 
network using Wi-Fi 

•  Problem: the large overhead 
of maintaining the routing 
tables 

Infrastructure-Less (Ad-Hoc) 
• Ad-hoc means ‘for this purpose’ 
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Ad-Hoc Network 
• Decentralized type of 
wireless network 

•  It is ad-hoc because it 
does not rely on  
•  preexisting infrastructure 

such as routers in wired 
networks 

•  access points in wireless 
networks 

Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) 
•  It is a continuously self-configuring, infrastructure-
less network of mobile devices connected without 
wires 

• Each device is free to move independently in any 
direction, and will therefore change its links to other 
devices frequently  

• Hence, it has a dynamic topology 
• The primary challenge in building a MANET is 
equipping each device to continuously maintain the 
information required to properly route traffic 
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Challenges 
-  Infrastructure-less design adds difficulty in fault 

detection and management 
- Dynamic topology results in route changes and packet 

loss 
- Scalability is still unsolved, challenges include 

addressing, routing, configuration management, 
interoperability, etc. 

- Varied link/node capabilities cause variable processing 
capabilities 

- Energy constraints limit processing power, ad-hoc 
networks rely on each node being a “router” 

Routing 
• Packets may need to traverse multiple links to reach 

destination 
• Mobility causes route changes 
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Ad-Hoc Routing Protocol 
• An ad-hoc routing protocol is a convention that controls 

how nodes decide which way to route packets between 
computing devices in a mobile ad-hoc network 

• Nodes are not familiar with the topology of their networks  
•  They have to discover it:  

•  a new node announces its presence and listens for announcements 
broadcast (beacon or “alive” messages) by its neighbors  

•  Each node learns about others nearby and how to reach them, and 
may announce that it too can reach them 

Ad-Hoc Routing Protocol 
•  Four Types: 

•   Table-driven (proactive) routing 
•  Maintains fresh lists of destinations and their routes by 

periodically distributing routing tables throughout the network 

• On-demand (reactive) routing 
•  Finds a route on demand by flooding the network with Route 

Request (RREQ) packets 

• Hybrid (both proactive and reactive) routing 
•  Combines the advantages of proactive and reactive routing 

• Hierarchical routing protocols 
•  The choice of proactive and of reactive routing depends on the 

hierarchic level in which a node resides (cluster-based routing) 
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Ad-Hoc Routing Protocols 

Ad-Hoc Routing 
Protocol 

Proactive 
Routing Protocol 

Reactive Routing 
Protocol 

Hybrid Routing 
Protocol 

Hierarchical 
Protocol  

OLSR DSDV AODV DSR ZRP CBRP 

Proactive Routing Protocol 
• Every node maintain routing table containing information 

about network topology 
• Routing tables are updated periodically whenever the 

network topology changes 
•  These protocols maintain different numbers of routing 

tables varying from protocol to protocol 
• Advantages 

• Route immediately available 
• Minimize flooding 
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OLSR – Optimized Link State Routing 

• Proactive (table-driven) routing protocol 
• A route is available immediately when needed 

• Based on the link-state algorithm 
• Traditionally, all nodes flood neighbor information in 

a link-state protocol, but not in OLSR 

Link-State Algorithms 
• Each node shares its link 

information so that all 
nodes can build a map of 
the full network topology 
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•  Assuming the topology is 
stable for a sufficiently long 
period, all nodes will have the 
same topology information 
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Link-State Algorithms 
•  Link information is updated 

when a link changes state 
(goes up or down) 
•  by sending small “hello” 

packets to neighbors 

• Nodes A and C propagate 
the existence of link A-C to 
their neighbors and, 
eventually, to the entire 
network 
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OLSR 
• An optimization of Link State Protocol 

• Reduces size of control packets : Nodes advertise 
information only about links with neighbors who are in 
its multipoint relay selector set  

• Reduces number of control packets by reducing 
duplicate transmissions : Reduces flooding by using 
only multipoint relay nodes to send information in the 
network 
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OLSR – Multipoint Relays 

• MPRs = Set of selected neighbor nodes 

• Minimize the flooding of broadcast packets  

Regular Flooding 
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Regular Flooding 

Regular Flooding 
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MRP Flooding 

MRP Flooding 
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MRP Flooding 

So, Multipoint 
Relay minimizes 
the flooding of 
broadcast 
packets in the 
network by 
reducing 
duplicate  
retransmission in 
the same region 

OLSR – Multipoint Relays 

• Each node selects its MPRs 
among its one hop neighbors 
•  The set covers all the nodes 

that are two hops away 

•  These nodes retransmit the 
packets. 

•  The neighbors of any node, which 
are not in its MPR set, read and 
process the packet but do not 
retransmit the broadcast packet 
received from original node. 

MPR(Retransmission 
node) 
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Neighbor Sensing 
• Check for bi-directional links: 

•  Each node periodically broadcasts its HELLO messages containing 
the information about its neighbors and their link status 

•  Hello messages are received by all one-hop neighbors 

• HELLO message contains: 
•  List of addresses of the neighbors to which there exists a valid bi-

directional link 
•  List of addresses of the neighbors which are heard by node (a 

HELLO has been received) 
•  But link is not yet validated as bi-directional 

Neighbor Sensing 
• HELLO messages : 

• Serves for link sensing 
• Permits each node to learn about of its neighbors within 

up to two-hops (neighbor detection) 
• On the basis of this information, each node performs the 

selection of its multipoint relays in OLSR 
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Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 

•  Each packet header contains a route, which is represented as a 
complete sequence of nodes between a source-destination pair 

•  Protocol consists of two phases  
•  route discovery 
•  route maintenance 

• Optimizations for efficiency 
• Route cache 
•  Piggybacking 
•  Error handling 

DSR Route Discovery 

•  Source broadcasts route request (id, target)   
•  Intermediate node action 

• Discard if node is source or node is in route record 
•  If node is the target, route record contains the full route to the 

target; return a route reply 
•  Else append address in route record; rebroadcast 

• Use existing routes to source to send route reply; else piggyback 
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Route Discovery in DSR 
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[X,Y]     Represents list of identifiers appended to RREQ 
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Route Discovery in DSR 
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•  Node H receives packet RREQ from two neighbors: 
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•  Node C receives RREQ from G and H, but does not forward 
   it again, because node C has already forwarded RREQ once 
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Route Discovery in DSR 
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•  Since nodes J and K are hidden from each other, their 
   transmissions may collide  
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Route Discovery in DSR 

• Destination D on receiving the first RREQ, sends a Route 
Reply (RREP) 

• RREP is sent on a route obtained by reversing the route 
appended to received RREQ 

• RREP includes the route from S to D on which RREQ 
was received by node D 

Route Reply in DSR 
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Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 

• Node S on receiving RREP, caches the route included in 
the RREP 

• When node S sends a data packet to D, the entire route is 
included in the packet header 
•  hence the name source routing 

•  Intermediate nodes use the source route included in a 
packet to determine to whom a packet should be 
forwarded 

Data Delivery in DSR 
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Packet header size grows with route length 
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DSR Optimization: Route Caching 
•  Each node caches a new route it learns by any means 
• When node S finds route [S,E,F,J,D] to node D, node S also learns 

route [S,E,F] to node F 
• When node K receives Route Request [S,C,G], node K learns route 

[K,G,C,S] to node S 
• When node F forwards Route Reply RREP [S,E,F,J,D], node F 

learns route [F,J,D] to node D 
• When node E forwards Data [S,E,F,J,D] it learns route [E,F,J,D] to 

node D 
• A node may also learn a route when it overhears data 
•  Problem: Stale caches may increase overheads 

Dynamic Source Routing: Advantages 

•  Routes maintained only between nodes who need to 
communicate 
• Reduces overhead of route maintenance 

• Route caching can further reduce route discovery overhead 

• A single route discovery may yield many routes to the 
destination, due to intermediate nodes replying from local 
caches 
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DSR: Disadvantages 
•  Packet header size grows with route length due to source 

routing 
•  Flood of route requests may potentially reach all nodes in 

the network 
•  Potential collisions between route requests propagated by 

neighboring nodes 
•  insertion of random delays before forwarding RREQ 

•  Increased contention if too many route replies come back 
due to nodes replying using their local cache 
•  Route Reply Storm problem 

•  Stale caches will lead to increased overhead 

AODV 
• Route Requests (RREQ) are forwarded in a manner similar to 

DSR 

• When a node re-broadcasts a Route Request, it sets up a reverse 
path pointing towards the source 
• AODV assumes symmetric (bi-directional) links 

• When the intended destination receives a Route Request, it 
replies by sending a Route Reply (RREP) 

• Route Reply travels along the reverse path set-up when Route 
Request is forwarded 
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AODV Forward Path Setup 
• RREQ arrives at a node that has current route to the destination 

( larger/same sequence number) 
• Unicast request reply (RREP) <source_addr, dest_addr, 

dest_sequence_#, hop_cnt, lifetime> to neighbor 
• RREP travels back to the source along reverse path 
•  Each upstream node updates dest_sequence_#, sets up a forward 

pointer to the neighbor who transmit the RREP  

AODV Reverse Path Setup 
• Counters : Sequence number, Broadcast id 
• Reverse Path 

•  Broadcast route request (RREQ) < source_addr, 
s o u rc e _ s e q u e n c e - # , b ro a d c a s t _ i d , d e s t _ a d d r, 
dest_sequence_#, hop_cnt > 

• RREQ uniquely identified by <source_addr , broadcast_id> 
•  Route reply (RREP) if neighbor is the target, or knows a 

higher dest_sequence_# 
• Otherwise setup a pointer to the neighbor from whom RREQ 

was received 
• Maintain reverse path entries based on timeouts     
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Route Requests in AODV 
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Route Requests in AODV 
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Reverse Path Setup in AODV 
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Forward Path Setup in AODV 
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Forward links are setup when RREP travels along 
the reverse path 
 
Represents a link on the forward path 

Route Request and Route Reply 
• Route Request (RREQ) includes the last known sequence number 

for the destination 
• An intermediate node may also send a Route Reply (RREP) 

provided that it knows a more recent path than the one previously 
known to sender 

•  Intermediate nodes that forward the RREP, also record the next 
hop to destination 

• A routing table entry maintaining a reverse path is purged after a 
timeout interval 

• A routing table entry maintaining a forward path is purged if not 
used for a active_route_timeout interval 
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Link Failure  
• A neighbor of node X is considered active for a routing table 

entry if the neighbor sent a packet within active_route_timeout 
interval which was forwarded using that entry 

• Neighboring nodes periodically exchange hello message 

• When the next hop link in a routing table entry breaks, all active 
neighbors are informed 

•  Link failures are propagated using Route Error (RERR) 
messages, which also update destination sequence numbers 

AODV: Summary 
• Routes need not be included in packet headers 
• Nodes maintain routing tables containing entries only for routes that 

are in active use 
• At most one next-hop per destination maintained at each node 

• DSR may maintain several routes for a single destination 
•  Sequence numbers are used to avoid old/broken routes 
•  Sequence numbers prevent formation of routing loops 
• Unused routes expire even if topology does not change 
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DSR vs. AODV 

 DSR AODV 

routing table format full path next hop 

route checking passive acks ‘hello’ pings 

rate of propogation of  
topology changes 

fast slower 

ability to handle frequent  
topology change 

good fair 

CPU / memory usage high low 

scalability poor fair 

 

Location-Based Routing 
• Also referred to as geographic routing
• Used when nodes are able to determine their 

(approximate) positions
• Nodes use location information to make routing decisions

•  sender must know the locations of itself, the destination, and its 
neighbors

•  location information can be queried or obtained from a location 
broker

•  Types of geographic routing:
•  unicast: single destination
•  multicast: multiple destinations
•  geocast: data is propagated to nodes within certain geographic 

area
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Unicast Location-Based Routing 
•  One single destination
•  Each forwarding node makes localized decision based on the location 

of the destination and the node’s neighbors (greedy forwarding)
•  Challenge: packet may arrive at a node without neighbors that could 

bring packet closer to the destination (voids or holes)

Source Destination

Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing 
•  In GPRS, a node forwards packet to neighbor that is geographically 

closest to the destination
•  Challenge of voids/holes (example: x is closer to the destination than 

its neighbors w and y)
•  GPRS uses right-hand rule to traverse graph

•  when a packet arrives at node x from node y, the next edge traversed is 
the next one sequentially counterclockwise about x from edge (x,y)

•  right-hand rule traverses interior of a polygon in clockwise edge order and 
exterior region in counterclockwise edge order

(b)

VOID

x

y

z

1.

2.

3.

(a)

w

v z

y

x

Destination
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Forwarding Strategies 
•  Greedy: minimize distance to destination in each hop
•  Nearest with Forwarding Progress (NFP): nearest of all neighbors that make 

positive progress (in terms of geographic distance) toward destination
•  Most Forwarding Progress within Radius (MFR): neighbor that makes 

greatest positive progress (progress is distance between source and its 
neighbor node projected onto a line drawn from source to destination)

•  Compass Routing: neighbor with smallest angle between a line drawn from 
source to the neighbor and the line connecting source and destination

S

A

B

D

E

C

Geographic Adaptive Fidelity 
•  GAF was primarily designed for networks with mobile nodes
•  Network region is divided into virtual grid
•  In each cell, only one node is a forwarder at any given time (all other 

nodes can sleep)
•  Assumption: all nodes within a cell can communicate with all nodes 

within all adjacent cells  

Base Station
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Multicast Location-Based Routing 
• Multicast: deliver the same packet to multiple receivers
• Simple solution 1: deliver copies of same packet to each 

individual receiver via unicast routing
•  resource-inefficient

• Simple solution 2: flood the entire network
•  resource-inefficient

• Concerned with efficiently delivering the same packet to 
receivers, i.e., minimize the number of links the packet 
has to travel

• Common approach: multicast tree rooted at source and 
destinations are leaf nodes

Scalable Position-Based Multicast 
•  SPBM relies on group management scheme to maintain list of all 

destinations for a packet
•  Packet header carries group membership information instead of all 

destination’s addresses to ensure efficiency
•  Network is represented as a quad-tree with pre-defined number of 

levels L
•  Example: L=3 (levels 0..L-1)
•  All nodes within level-0 square are in radio range of each other

442
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2 3
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42 43
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42 43
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Level 1

Level 2

443

444

Source
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Geocasting 
• Packet is sent to all or some nodes within specific 

geographic region
• Example: query sent to all sensors within geographic area 

of interest

• Routing challenge:
•  propagate a packet near the target region (similar to unicast 

routing)
•  distribute packet within the target region (similar to multicast 

routing)

Geographic-Forwarding-Perimeter-Geocast 

Source Source
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Types of Ad-Hoc Networks 

• MANET: Mobile Ad-Hoc Network 
• WSN: Wireless Sensor Network 
• WMN: Wireless Mesh Network 
• VANET: Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network 
•  FANET: Flying Ad-Hoc Network 

Examples of Ad-Hoc Networks 

Mobile devices (laptops, smartphones) 
Vehicular Networks on Highways 

Hybrid urban ad-hoc network (vehicular, pedestrian, hot spots,…) 
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Examples of Ad-Hoc Networks 

Disaster & Emergency alerts 

Transportation/Vehicular Networks Sensor Networks 

Differences Between Cellular and Ad-Hoc Networks  

Cellular Networks Ad-Hoc Networks 

Fixed, pre-located cell sites and base 
stations 

No fixed base stations, very rapid 
deployment 

Static backbone network topology Highly dynamic network topologies, 
with multi-hop communications 

Relatively favorable environment and 
stable connectivity 

Hostile environment (losses, noise) 
and irregular connectivity 

Detailed planning before base stations 
can be installed 

Ad-hoc network automatically forms 
and conforms to change 
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 Wireless routers 

 Gateways 

 

 Printers, servers 

 

 Mobile clients 

 

 Stationary clients 

Intra-mesh wireless links     

Stationary client access 

 

Mobile client access 

 

 

 

Internet access links  

Node Types Link Types 

Mesh Networks 

Gateways 
• Multiple interfaces (wired & 
wireless) 

• Mobility 
•  Stationary (e.g., rooftop) – most 

common case 
•  Mobile (e.g., airplane, busses/

subway) 
• Serve as (multi-hop) “access 
points” to user nodes 

• Relatively few are needed, 
(can be expensive) 

GW 
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Wireless Routers 
Ø  At least one wireless interface 
Ø  Mobility 

Ø  Stationary (e.g., rooftop)  
Ø  Mobile (e.g., airplane, busses/

subway). 
Ø  Provide coverage (acts as a 

mini-cell-tower) 
Ø  Do not originate/terminate data 

flows 
Ø  Many needed for wide areas, 

hence, cost can be an issue 

Users 
• Typically one interface. 
• Mobility 

•  Stationary 
•  Mobile 

• Connected to the mesh 
network through wireless 
routers (or directly to 
gateways) 

• The only sources/
destinations for data 
traffic flows in the 
network. 
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User – Wireless Router Links 
•  Wired 

•  Bus (PCI, PCMCIA, USB) 
•  Ethernet, Firewire, etc. 

•  Wireless 
•  802.11x 
•  Bluetooth 
•  Proprietary 

•  Point-to-Point or Point-to-
Multipoint 

•  If properly designed is not a 
bottleneck. 

•  If different from router-to-
router links we’ll call them 
access links 

Router to Router Links 
• Wireless 

•  802.11x 
•  Proprietary 

• Usually multipoint to 
multipoint 
•  Sometimes a collection of 

point to point 

• Often the bottleneck 
•  If different from router-to-
user links we’ll call them 
backbone links 
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Gateway to Internet Links 
• Wired 

•  Ethernet, TV Cable, Power 
Lines 

• Wireless 
•  802.16 
•  Proprietary 

• Point to Point or Point-to-
Multipoint 

• We’ll call them backhaul 
links 

•  If properly designed, not 
the bottleneck 

How it Works 
• User-Internet Data Flows 

•  In most applications the main 
data flows 

  
• User-User Data Flows 

•  In most applications a small 
percentage of data flows 
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Broadband Internet Access 

Extend WLAN Coverage 

Source: www.meshdynamics.com  
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Traffic Mgt, Law Enforcement, … 

Source: www.meshnetworks.com  

 (now www.motorola.com). 

Emergency Response 

Source: www.meshdynamics.com  
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Military Communications   

Source: www.meshdynamics.com  

Community Networks   

Source: research.microsoft.com/mesh/  

Ø  Grass-roots broadband 
Internet Access 

Ø  Several neighbors may 
share their broadband 
connections with many 
other neighbors 

Ø  Not run by ISPs 
Ø  Possibly in the 

disadvantage of the 
ISPs 
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Many Other Applications 
• Remote monitoring and 

control 
• Public transportation 

Internet access 
• Multimedia home 

networking 

Source: www.meshnetworks.com  

(now www.motorola.com). 

Sensor Networks 
• Participants in the previous examples were 
devices close to a human user, interacting with 
humans 

• Alternative concept:  
 Instead of focusing interaction on humans, focus 
on interacting with environment 
• Network is embedded in environment 
• Nodes in the network are equipped with sensing and 

actuation to measure/influence environment  
• Nodes process information and communicate 
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Remote 
monitoring 

sensor field 

Traditional Sensors 

 

Network 

Local 
monitoring 

Data loggers 

sensor field 

Wireless Sensors 
• Sensors communicate with data logger via radio links 

radio link 
Remote 

monitoring 

 

Network 
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Wireless Sensor Networks
• Wireless sensors + wireless network 
• Sensor nodes (motes) deployed and forming an ad hoc 

network 
•  Requires no hubs, access points 
•  Instantly deployable 

•  Targeted applications 
•  Emergency responses 
•  Remote data acquisition 

Sensor network

Sensor  
node/mote

Internet 

Gateway 

Remote 
monitoring 

WSN Platforms 
• Most are based on IEEE 802.15.4 (Wireless Low-Rate 

Personal Area Network) 

and many others… 
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WSN Application Examples 
• Agriculture 

•  Humidity/temperature 
monitoring 

• Civil engineering 
•  Structural response 
•  Disaster management 

• Environmental sciences 
•  Habitat monitoring 
•  Conservation biology 

WSN in Telemetry Applications 

Sensor field 

Gateway 

wireless sensor node 

sensor  
sensor  

GPRS 
Network 

or Internet 

Information 
Server 

Browser 
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MANET vs. WSN - Similarities 
• MANET – Mobile Ad hoc Network 
• Self-organization 
• Energy efficiency 
•  (Often) Wireless multi-hop 

MANET vs. WSN - Differences 
• Equipment: MANETs more powerful  
• Application-specific: WSNs depend much stronger on 

application specifics 
• Environment interaction: core of WSN, absent in 

MANET 
• Scale: WSN might be much larger (although contestable) 
• Energy: WSN tighter requirements, maintenance issues 
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MANET vs. WSN - Differences 
• Dependability/QoS: in WSN, individual node may be 

dispensable (network matters), QoS different because of 
different applications  

• Addressing: Data centric vs. id-centric networking 

Enabling Technologies for WSN  
• Cost reduction  

•  For wireless communication, simple microcontroller, system on chip, 
sensing, batteries 

• Miniaturization 
•  Some applications demand small size 
•  “Smart dust” as the most extreme vision 

• Energy scavenging 
•  Recharge batteries from ambient energy (light, vibration, …)  
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Conclusion 
• MANETs and WSNs are challenging and promising system 

concepts 
• Many similarities, many differences 
• Both require new types of architectures & protocols 

compared to “traditional” wired/wireless networks 
•  In particular, application-specificness is a new issue 


